


Waiting for the bus is a journey of recovery with stops in the pla-
ces known for having the best Italian handicraft, from the North 
to South of the peninsula, in search of quality Articles, where the 
“Made in Italy” is still done by hands that process the raw mate-
rial according to the most ancient traditions. Waiting for the bus 
reinterprets these unique pieces in a contemporary way, it tran-
sforms them by customizing decoration, colors and functions of 
use. The challenge is to make something with a millennial history 
modern, without losing its memory. The know-how as a bridge 
between the past and the present. Tradition that becomes design 
and dictates the rules of an aesthetic without time or boundaries.

Germana Scapellato Sicilian by birth and Milanese for 20 years, at-
tended the Istituto Europeo di Design in Milan after her studies in 
Law. In 2013 she founded waiting for the bus, where her great pas-
sions lay: travels, art, home as a place of the heart and hospitality. 
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The Heads of Moors in ceramic are the typical product of this town 
that is located 68 kilometers far from Catania among the Unesco 
World Heritage sites. You can see them on balconies and terraces, 
at the entrance of houses, as perfect containers for flowers and 
aromatic plants. Waiting for the Bus has taken these iconic objects 
and turned them into pieces of design, by customizing them with 
pop colors, monochrome versions or color blocks.
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During the Arab rule in Sicily, around 1000, in “La Kalsa” Paler-
mo, there lived a beautiful young girl. Restricted to the house, she
spent her days cultivating and taking care of the flowers on the
balcony. One day she sees a young Moor pass by and he is struck
by her beauty, declaring his eternal love to her. The girl returns the
young man’s love, but when she learns that the Moor will leave her
to return to his wife and children, she waits for night to fall and
cuts off his head while he is sleeping. She makes a pot from the
head, plants basil in it and displays it on the balcony. The basil grew
lush, arousing the envy of the neighborhood residents who, not to
be outdone, had terracotta pots made in the same shape of the
Moor’s head.
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Testa di Moro e Malandrina
Lentini collection - monochrome

Malandrina
Lentini collection - monochrome

Malandrina
Lentini collection - monochrome

Testa di Moro e Malandrina
Lentini collection - monochrome

Testa di Moro
Lentini collection - monochrome
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Testa di Moro with mustache and Malandrina with 
mouth and eyebrows - Lentini collection - make-up

Testa di Moro with turban and Malandrina with diadem 
- Lentini collection - make-up

Testa di Moro with eyebrows and moustache and 
Malandrina with diadem - Lentini collection - make-up

Testa di Moro with turban and Malandrina with eybrows 
and mouth - Lentini collection - make-up

Malandrina with diadem 
Lentini collection - make-up
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Testa di Moro with moustache and Malandrina with 
mouth - Grammichele collection - make-up

Testa di Moro with moustache and Malandrina with 
mouth - Grammichele collection - make-up

Testa di Moro
Grammichele collection - monochrome

Malandrina with mouth
Grammichele collection - make-up14 15



This small village on the Amalfi Coast is known worldwide for the 
quality of its hand-painted ceramics. Waiting for the bus combines 
the excellence of the raw material with the horn, the most reco-
gnizable Local symbol used to ward off evil, reproducing it on a set 
of tableware. So the “O’ curniciello” table collection is born.
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The horn good lucky charm between history and superstition.
An ancient symbolic object of extraordinary magical charm. Traces
are already found in the Neolithic (3.500 a.C.), when animal horns
were hung outside huts as a sign of power. In the Egyptian civili-
zation horns were offered to Isis the goddess of motherhood, to 
assist animals in procreation. The Romans, a warrior people and 
merchants associated the horn with the phallus, and fertility. Only
in the Middle Ages did the horn take on magical meaning, becoming
the scaccia-jella, the superstitious symbol par excellence, able to 
ward off negativity and evil influences. The talisman was supposed
to be red like the blood of vanquished enemies, and handmade 
because it was believed that each amulet acquired the powers only
from the hands of those who made them. According to popular su-
perstition the object should not be purchased, it must be received
as a gift. A strong sign of esoteric meaning. Asuperstition still alive 
and fascinating.
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Basso collection

Basso collection

Basso collection

Basso collection Basso collection
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Baritono collection

Baritono collection

Baritono collection

Baritono collection
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Tenore collection

Tenore collection Tenore collection

Tenore collection

Tenore collection
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Tenore collection

Tenore collection

Tenore collection

Tenore collectionTenore collection
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The city of the Serenissima, where everything has more value and 
charm, is also the place where the first Ghetto was born; indeed, its 
name stems precisely from the Venetian word “geto,” pronounced 
“gheto,” indicating a foundry, a flow, the pouring of metal. That was 
the name of the Venetian island famous for its foundries: “el geto de 
rame del nostro comun” (our city’s copper foundry), as described 
by the Venetians themselves after several well-heeled families bou-
ght the land of an island, which eventually led to the first foundry 
at the service of the Serenissima Repubblica. In the first ghetto, the 
first melted copper in Venice that, over the centuries, learned to 
use this material to forge and clad both works and architecture.
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Copper. That of the Venetian roofs and eaves: a material on the 
border between light and water, just like its city, the Serenissima. In 
wftb’s interpretation, copper, the most ancient of all metals, con-
tinues its historic use as a boundary, becoming a paper thin, flat 
surface between food and table, tray, underplate and placemat. It’s 
the pleasure of a whim, as are the Venetian cicchetti (snacks) that 
accompany the Venetian wine ombre (glasses of wine). It’s the jour-
ney, as a meeting of cultures, that has always livened up the city of 
Venice. It’s the story of the Venetian façades, resulting in punchcut-
ting on the luminescent brown surface: architecture becoming pla-
tes that reveal our culinary desires… and not only that.
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Underplate - Cicchetto collection

Underplate - Cicchetto collection

Underplate - Cicchetto collection

Underplate - Cicchetto collectionUnderplate - Cicchetto collection
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Underglass - Ombra collection

Underglass - Ombra collection

Underglass - Ombra collection

Underglass - Ombra collection

Underglass - Ombra collection
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For woodworking, there is no better stop than Lissone, a city hi-
storically acknowledged as the “furniture capital.” In the aftermath
of World War I, architects and interior decorators from the Ra-
tionalist school found that manufacturers capable of making their 
designs perfectly were active in the Lissone area, and the 1933 
Milan Triennial was the first prestigious display of this. Prototypes 
made to a design soon went into production in a series destined 
to the public, thus making this district famous in the furniture and 
furnishings market.
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Small tables that grow and become great company for everyday 
living.
No more legs on the ground but standing directly on tables, dres-
sers, night-tables... wherever you might need a surface on which to
place something so that it can be admired and valorized.Tavolini-ini,
i.e. teeny-weeny tables but with big ambitions: to bear important 
objects, display them, be used as trays, stands, and even as full-fled-
ged sculptures. Born in Lissone, they’re carved by the deft hands of
Brianza artisans, and like in the best woodworking tradition, they 
have continually developed in a host of forms and finishings, chan-
ging perspectives, intersecting with each other, and joining in the 
harmony of their bright colors.When it comes toTavolini-ini, the 
diminutive doesn’t necessarily meanless.
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Tavolini-ini - hexagon collection

Tavolini-ini - hexagon collection

Tavolini-ini - round collection

Tavolini-ini - round collection and hexagon collection Tavolini-ini - round collection and hexagon collection
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An embrace that encircles the city, that’s what the ring road is. And
in Milan it reverberates like an echo, between the circle of water of
the Navigli and that of the asphalt, between the traces of Spanish
walls and the bulwarks. One heart inside another, a concentric path
that contains everything and can be used for all, crossing eras and
functions, to remain always and for everyone the round edge of
things,“La cerchia.”
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An echo in the air, a reverberation in the water, a twist around 
oneself, and an embrace that spreads out: the circle is a uniquely 
spreading object. From big to small, from a bigger diameter to a 
smaller one, everything is contained in a single ceramic object and
everything begins from there. Bowls, plates, and, lastly, glasses, cylin-
ders that vary in terms of shade and dimension, coming together 
in a single harmonious composition of different hues: cold ones for
the water of the Cerchia dei Navigli, ones as warm as the earth for
the circle of Bulwarks, and neutral, contemporary shades of white
for the circle of the Ring road. Circles that contain, transform, and
hand down contents, precisely like the circle from which they get 
their shape.
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La Cerchia n.8 pieces - Bastioni

La Cerchia n.8 pieces - Bastioni

La Cerchia n.8 pieces - Circonvallazione

La Cerchia n.8 pieces - Circonvallazione La Cerchia n. 8 pieces - Navigli
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La Cerchia n.6 pieces - Navigli

La Cerchia n.6 pieces - Bastioni

La Cerchia n.6 pieces - Circonvallazione

La Cerchia Maxi n.2 pieces - BastioniLa Cerchia  n. 8 pieces - circonvallazione
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Via dei Gracchi 9, 20146 Milano, Italy
phone. +39 3356168806

email. info@wftb.it
www.wftb.it
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